YOUTH VIOLENCE

Youth violence is influenced by many ways. One way is rap music; another way to increase youth violence is by violent movies and violent games.

The first way rap music increases and encourages violence is that the rap music that people sing involves guns, drugs, and some kind of violence. Also another way is that the people are who are the singers did and still do drugs, and also talk about gangs and groups doing violent acts.

The Second, thing that increases youth violence is violent movies. The way that movies are violent and increases youth violence is that it shows criminals like the Joker, Bane, Goblin, and other criminals in modern films that some kids see as cool. A example of this is on July 20, 2012 A mass shooting occurred inside of a Century movie theater in Aurora, Colorado, during a midnight screening of the film The Dark Knight Rises, this is an example of how violent movies influence criminal thoughts and actions in young people’s lives.
The final reason is how violent video games influences youth violence is that most games involve guns and alcohol and also drugs. Like the games Grand theft Auto and other games that the player is a criminal doing crimes and violence while playing the video game.

These are three reasons how youth violence is influenced by Rap, violent movies, and video games.